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Militarized Currents Toward A Decolonized
Under the current system, unaccompanied children are meant to be ... which ensures a frightened and exploitable undocumented workforce. It does not fear a militarized border or strict enforcement, ...
The Real Border Crisis
Threats at Home and Abroad: Interstate War, Civil War, and Alliance Formation ...
Threats at Home and Abroad: Interstate War, Civil War, and Alliance Formation
while referencing the Columbine massacre and relating it to the current set ... its control – militarized police, financial dominance of the elite, corporate malfeasance towards people and ...
“What is it about us?…Are we homicidal by nature?”
the current tensions on the US/Mexico border, then, the USA is culpable. The US owes something to the many poor Hondurans scrambling for their lives toward our border. We’re the people who voted ...
The Real Immigration Scandal
We have come to accept poverty as a normal part of American life. We see it everywhere: uncounted homeless and destitute neighborhoods, food banks and shelters, in rural and urban communities.
Opinion: To end poverty and overcome racism, America needs a new Marshall Plan
As the US military increasingly outsources the most important parts of war, American imperialism has evolved into something that can’t be measured merely by counting the number of boots on the ground.
The US Is Waging Neoliberal Forever Wars
The current reality seems to contradict everything ... superstition, and arrogance towards all other Jews, not to mention non-Jews. In Israel, aside from the stripping of a stateless people ...
Why I Am Not Leaving The Jewish People
Mexico’s militarized war on drugs – and ... arrested with between 5 and 100 grams of cannabis – not caught in the act of selling. Even under current Mexican law, these people should not have been ...
Mexico moves to legalize cannabis use, a modest step toward de-escalating drug war
This reality was adequately recognized by the British handed down national anthem that was jettisoned in 1978 for the current ... towards a confederal constitution to eradicate the militarized ...
Pathway Conversation Series: Dancing Around Truth Won’t Get Us Far
Argentina's Secretary for Malvinas Islands Affairs, Daniel Filmus will be giving a conference on Friday in London on the Falkland Islands sovereignty dispute with the UK and the current round of ...
Tag: militarization
One critic of the current state of the US-Taiwan relationship ... Washington was adamant in its insistence that Taiwan not take any steps towards formal independence. More recently, Obama made ...
Why Taiwan Matters
This is the current narrative in what Melanie Phillips ... violence and control” when describing Israel’s behavior toward terrorists and others attempting to murder its citizens, it is ...
Lies in the cognitive war against Israel (part 1)
While the Indian position is evolving, the “not invented here” syndrome characterizes much of its current mood ... completely civilian toward a potentially more militarized program.
Asia and a Space Code
Yet Washington’s current policy toward Paraguay has been reminiscent ... the Central American nation at the forefront of the militarized War on Drugs. Washington’s continued support for ...
The “Paraguay situation” and options as seen from Washington
Numerous news outlets have noted how these different historical experiences have helped shape each government's response to the current mess ... 1930s in Asia was of a militarized and imperialist ...
Asia, Economic Stimulus and Military Spending
“They just want that response to be more diverse, more in touch with the community and less militarized.” Assurances that Ithaca’s current officers ... inappropriately toward a half-dozen ...
Ivy League town weighs revamping police; critics see flaws
The launch of “Estamos con Stringer”—which the campaign said “marks a major step in the race toward mobilizing a critical voting ... decides who gets to leave prison on parole from the current system, ...
Policy Shop: A Latino Agenda, a Small Biz Rescue Plan and a Subway Holiday
This is the current narrative in what Melanie Phillips ... violence and control” when describing Israel’s behavior toward terrorists and others attempting to murder its citizens, it is ...
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